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  Customer loyalty programs 
(CLP) arrived in India almost a decade 
ago thanks to proactive retailers such 
as Shoppers Stop. I call Shoppers Stop 
proactive because when it was merely 
a three-store chain and generating 
revenues of less than `100 crores, I 
believe it must have taken a lot of 
courage and foresight on its part to 
invest a few crores of rupees to launch 
a CLP and then bear a significant 
running expenditure for managing and 
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handling it.

It is a well known fact that this 
early move into CLP gave Shoppers 
Stop a major headstart over most 
other retailers in the country. Today, 
Shoppers Stop runs one of the largest 
customer loyalty programs in India 
with more than 1.5 million “First 
Citizen” members. The chain claims 
to have more than 70 percent of its 
overall sales coming from them. A job 
well done by any measure!

This highly successful program by 
Shoppers Stop has had repercussions 
across the industry and many retailers 
from different segments and with 
varied formats came up with their 
own loyalty programs to retain their 
customers.

In the absence of the “First Citizen” 
program, I suspect that the CLPs 
would not have come to India so 
early and retailers may have waited 

for a few more years to first build a 
network of stores and create brand 
equity and later go for CLPs. The early 
arrival of CLPs has had good as well 
not so good impact on the overall 
retail industry of India. 

For the retailers who have been 
successful and reaped the rewards 
of CLPs, all is good even though, 
going deeper, it may be noted that 
the amount of money spent in early 
days on these programs may have 
been better utilized elsewhere. Also, 
the real impact of a CLP comes into 
play when the retailer has reached a 
critical mass of stores and there are a 
large number of people visiting them 
frequently. Also, there is a reason to 
believe that in the absence of serious 
and relevant competition, the need for 
a CLP as a USP to lure customers and 
retaining them may be far less. The 
consumers, not having much choice 
anyway, become loyal. They shop at 
the only store in town whether they 
are getting loyalty points or not. 

Another issue that I see with 
launching a CLP too early is that the 
management begins to focus more on 
retaining loyal customers rather than 
acquiring new ones.

 In an emerging market such as 
India, the generation gap between 
consumers is as short as three years. 
This means that a consumer who is 
three years younger has been exposed 
to a very different type of retailing 
environment compared to a consumer 
who is three years older. Due to this, 
their reaction towards marketing 
strategies also differs quite a bit. 

A loyalty program that was launched 
a few years earlier to target consumers 
when the chain did not have many 
stores and also had limited offerings 
would have created a base of loyal 
customers with a very different 
profile. When the chain moves into 
other cities with, say, larger format 
stores and begins to offer many 
more categories, it takes decisions 
such as where to open the store and 

Customer LoyaLty programs (CLp) are a deCade oLd 
in india, pioneered by retaiLers suCh as shoppers 
stop. but retaiLers have to use them with Care as 
they are a two-edged sword whose arrivaL had 
good as weLL not-so-good impaCt on the overaLL 
retaiL industry of the Country 
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what more products and services to 
offer based on the analysis of the 
consumption behavior of its current 
loyalty customers, not the ones it 
had acquired in the early stages. 
This creates a kind of self-fulfilling 
prophecy where the retailer creates 
something to service its current set of 
loyal customers and ends up attracting 
new ones who are of a similar profile. 
The base of such customers and their 
indirect power to dictate the retailer’s 
behavior keep going up.

It may not necessarily be a bad 
outcome but we should be wary of 
the fact that the Indian consumers 
are evolving really fast. So the 

changes in consumer behavior need 
to be captured and incorporated by 
researching the needs of consumers 
who are not shopping with a particular 
retailer, and not just by studying 
the behavior of consumers who are 
shopping most of their needs with it.

A CLP raises a certain level of 
expectations in the minds of the 
customers, be it in terms of discounts, 
better offers or even services such 
as free parking, no-questions-asked 
returns and so on. Once these 
expectations are promised and 
delivered, managing them becomes 
quite demanding and challenging 
for the retailer over a period of 
time. Moreover, all these services 
and privileges entail certain costs 

that have an impact on the overall 
profitability of the business. Unless 
the loyal customers bring some 
minimum level of revenue to the 
business, these costs can bear heavily 
upon the retailer.

Another unintended outcome of CLP 
is that retailers tend to become more 
loyal to their presumed customer base 
of loyalists instead of the customer 
becoming loyal to them. The former 
facilitates the process of evaluation 
and selection of new categories, price 
points and even locations because the 
retailer knows very well exactly who 
is going to be served most of the time. 

However, this also comes in the way 

of trying anything that is radically 
different and is perceived to be not in 
line with the current loyal customer 
base. Over time some managers 
become subservient to the analysis 
of their current sales data and turn 
blind to the upcoming trends that can 
never be captured from POS (point 
of sale) statistics. For this, they need 
to step out of the comfort zone of 
loyal customers and look around to 
notice how other potential customers 
are behaving and why are they not 
shopping with their store.

The exclusivity of a loyalty 
member club leaves out, even if 
unintentionally, a larger set of 
customers who sense the lack of 
service or feel shortchanged compared 

to loyal customers, and choose to take 
their business to competitors. India is 
a market where retailers are and will 
be growing so fast that they will be 
doubling their customer footfalls every 
other year, meaning the numbers of 
their new and old customers will be 
almost equal. It is therefore really 
important for retailers to focus on new 
customers as much the old ones.

With the demographics moving on 
the age and income scale as well as 
the SEC spectrum, retailers need to 
ensure that they stay relevant and 
sensitive to the needs of the larger 
customer base that is untapped while 
certainly offering the best to the 

customers who are already loyal.
Generally retailers claim their 

loyal customers account for a large 
percentage of their sales. But the 
question to be asked is whether a 
loyal customer is buying more of their 
total needs from the retailer against 
buying from competing retailers. 
If a retailer can say that my loyal 
customers buy large percentage of 
their needs from him, that will be the 
real proof of loyalty.  

A CLP RAisEs 
ExPECTATiOns in THE 
minds Of CUsTOmERs, 
BE iT in TERms Of 
disCOUnTs, BETTER 
OffERs OR EvEn sERviCEs 
sUCH As fREE PARking 
And nO-qUEsTiOns-
AskEd RETURns. OnCE 
THEsE ExPECTATiOns ARE 
PROmisEd And dELivEREd, 
mAnAging THEm BECOmEs 
qUiTE dEmAnding And 
CHALLEnging fOR THE 
RETAiLER OvER TimE


